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ABSTRACT
In-line digital holography is a simple yet powerful tool to image absorbing and/or phase objects.
However, the holograms of interest are perturbed by the background signal due to unwanted scattering
elements located in the optical path.

Using only two holograms of the same object, shifted to different locations, an inverse problems
approach is applied to jointly estimate the complex transmittance of the sample and the contribution
of the interferent background signal at the sensor plane. Experimental results with stained bacteria are
presented and show improved reconstructions of the sample while also accounting for the background
contribution.

1. Introduction
In-line holographic setups [1] are much simpler and less

sensitive to vibrations than off-axis setups. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(a), in-line holography simply consists in recording the
intensity of the patterns diffracted by all the elements located
in the optical path of a coherent light beam. In holographic
microscopy, an objective and other optical elements (not rep-
resented in this simplified figure) are placed between the ob-
ject and the sensor to obtain a magnified image of the sam-
ple. After numerical reconstruction, this technique enables
access to the absorption and phase shift of the objects, mak-
ing it particularly suitable for studying absorbing as well as
transparent objects in many domains including biology [2],
fluid mechanics [3] and for particle characterization [4].

By applying the diffraction equations [5], the diffracted
wave can be back propagated to the object plane quite simply.
However, the reconstructed wave is often distorted due to the
diffraction of unwanted out-of-focus objects, such as dust on
the optical elements, giving rise to a "background signal"
(cf. Fig. 1). Background correction in in-line holography
is problematic because the sensor is sensitive to the inten-
sity of the interferences between the wavefront scattered by
the sample of interest and this unwanted background. Stan-
dard reconstruction techniques assume that these interfer-
ences are negligible, so that the diffraction patterns due to
the objects and those that form the background can be in-
coherently summed. Standard background corrections are
performed by subtracting a background hologram from the
sample hologram. These corrections are used to compen-
sate for illumination inhomogeneities [6, 7] or to remove
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out-of-focus objects perturbations [2, 8, 9]. The background
hologram can be either: (i) captured by acquiring a holo-
gram after shifting the objects out of the field of view, (ii)
computed by averaging a hologram sequence of moving ob-
jects [2, 7, 9], (iii) computed by low-pass filtering of a single
hologram [6, 8]. Solution (i) requires that a part of the glass
slide be free of objects of interest to only capture the con-
tribution of the out-of-focus objects that remain static what-
ever the glass slide position (cf. Fig. 1). Solution (ii) re-
quires sufficiently long hologram video and sufficient mo-
tion of the objects of interest to ensure each point in the field
of view to be most of the time free of objects. Solution (iii)
is analog to high-pass filtering the hologram before recon-
struction, which leads to a loss of information and cannot
suppress the high frequency fringes of unwanted objects in
the optical path. In addition, none of these solutions account
for the interferences between the background wavefront and
the wavefront scattered by the objects of interest, by assum-
ing a simple summation of their respective intensity.

In the proposed method, we apply a different strategy:
joint reconstruction of the background and of the sample of
interest, using an inverse problems approach. In order to sep-
arate the objects and the background, we use two holograms
acquired at two different locations of the sample (either lon-
gitudinal or lateral shifts or both). In these two holograms,
the background structures, fixed in the optical path of the
setup, remain at the same location. The inverse problems
framework is based on an image formation model that ac-
counts for the interference between the object wave and the
background, to reduce twin-image artifacts, and to improve
the reconstruction of the absorption and phase images.

2. Proposed method
Inverse problems methods reconstruct an image by con-

sidering both an optical model (the forward model) of the
hologram formation and some prior knowledge about the
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Figure 1: Hologram formation principle in the presence of dis-
turbing objects (black circles): background patterns originate
from dust (top, red), the 2D sample diffracts light (middle,
green), in the sensor plane a hologram is captured (bottom).
Optical elements are not shown here, and a fixed background
plane accounts for all the disturbances. Between acquisitions
1 and 2, the sample is shifted.

sample. These methods iteratively reduce the discrepancies
between the modeled hologram and the data [10, 11, 12].
We use this general framework to jointly retrieve the sample
and the background signal using two holograms. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, between the two acquisitions, the objects of
interest (green) are shifted by (�x, �y, �z

). The background
(red) is assumed to remain unchanged, which is the case of
patterns created by dust adhering to the setup interfaces such
as lenses or filters. The background and the objects are un-
mixed thanks to the reconstruction process.
2.1. Forward model

A 2D complex transmittance plane t (x, y) =
exp

(

i' (x, y)
)

is completely described by its complex
phase ' = 'r + i'i, where complex values are underlined
for the sake of clarity. With this convention, the real and
imaginary parts of ' are directly linked to the complex
refractive index of the transmittance plane whose real
part accounts for the phase delay it introduces and whose
imaginary part accounts for its absorption.

As shown in Fig. 1, under the first Born approxima-
tion [5] (single scattering hypothesis), the forward model
accounts for the interferences between three waves: the in-
cident (unperturbed) wave U inc (blue), the wave diffracted
by background objects Ubg

dif (red), and the wave diffracted bythe sample U s
dif (green). The interference of the incident

and background waves is modeled on the sensor plane by a
single term exp(i'bg) which corresponds to a non uniform
wave with a wavefront distorted by propagation through the
background objects. The objects of interest, located in the
sample plane, induce a phase shift noted's. The model con-
sequently depends on the complex phasesΦ = ('bg, 's) de-fined respectively in the sensor and sample planes as well as
on a set of geometrical parameters � = (

z, �x, �y, �z
). These

geometrical parameters are the distance z between the sam-
ple and the sensor during the first acquisition and the 3D shift
performed before the second acquisition (�x, �y, �z).As under first Born approximation the complex transmit-

tance of the object plane is considered to be illuminated by
an unperturbed plane incident wave, the location of the back-
ground transmittance plane can be set arbitrarily. There-
fore, it can be considered before or after the object plane
without changing the imaging model. For the sake of sim-
plicity, we place this plane at the sensor plane in the fol-
lowing. Considering a monochromatic plane wave illumi-
nation U inc(z) = exp (−ikz) of wavelength �, wavenum-
ber k = 2�∕�, its propagation can be described by the first
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld solution [5, Section 3.5.1]. The cor-
responding Rayleigh-Sommerfeld propagator [12] at propa-
gation distance z is:

ℎz (x, y) =
1
i�
z
r

(

1 − 1
ikr

) eikr

r
with r2 = x2+y2+z2 , (1)

and the complex amplitude on the sensor plane can be mod-
eled, for the first acquisition d = 1, by:

U1 (Φ, �) = e
i'bg

⏟⏟⏟
U inc(0)+U

bg
dif

+U inc(z)
(

ei's − 1
)

∗ ℎz (x, y)
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

U s
dif

.

(2)
The term

(

ei's − 1
)

models only the light diffracted by
the sample plane (first Born approximation). The term e

i'bg
takes into account both the plane wave illumination contri-
bution and the background contribution by modeling their
interference.

For the second acquisition d = 2, the shift is to be taken
into account:

U2 (Φ, �) = e
i'bg + U inc(z)

(

ei's − 1
)

∗ ℎz+�z
(

x + �x, y + �y
)

. (3)
Finally, the forward model of the intensity measured by

the sensor for acquisition d = 1 or 2 is:

Ĩd (Φ, �) =
|

|

|

Ud (Φ, �)
|

|

|

2
. (4)

2.2. Inverse problems formulation
Estimating parameters � and reconstructing the im-

ages Φ can be stated as a regularized minimization problem
involving the residuals between the data intensity {Id

}

d=1..2and its model {Ĩd (Φ, �)
}

d=1..2 :
(

Φ̂, �̂
)

= argmin
Φ∈D, �

CW
data

(

I1, Ĩ1 (Φ, �)
)

+ CW
data

(

I2, Ĩ2 (Φ, �)
)

+ �sp,sCsp
(

's
)

+ �sm,sCsm
(

's
)

+ �sm,bgCsm
(

'bg
)

. (5)
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The termCW
data = min

c

∑

j,l

(

[

Id
]

j,l − c
[

Ĩd
]

j,l

)2
[W ]j,l

is the data fidelity term, where (j,l) stands for the sensor
pixels locations and c is a real-valued coefficient to adjust
the range of the model to the data acquisition dynamic,
and W is a map of weighting coefficients accounting for
either the unmeasured pixels or the limited size of the
sensor [12, 13].

Regularization terms Csp and Csm applied on 'bg and 'sare weighted by hyperparameters �sp,s, �sm,s and �sm,bg.
Csp

(

'
)

=
∑

j,l
|

|

|

[

'r
]

j,l
|

|

|

+ �1
|

|

|

[

'i
]

j,l
|

|

|

, the weighted
sum of the l1-norms of 'r and 'i, ensures the sparsity of
the reconstructed sample image 's, which prevents twin-
image artifacts [10] by favoring objects with compact sup-
ports, i.e., such that 's is zero at many pixels of the sample
plane where no absorption or phase shift occur. Since this
sparsity prior can bias the reconstruction [14], it is debiased
using the method proposed in [15].

Csm
(

'
)

=
∑

j,l Δ
2
j,l

[

'r
]

+ �2Δ2j,l
[

'i
] smooths the

reconstructed phases by favoring low-energy spatial gradi-
ents, which prevents noise amplification [12]. Δ2j,l [ · ] =
(

[ · ]j+1,l − [ · ]j,l
)2 +

(

[ · ]j,l+1 − [ · ]j,l
)2 corresponds to a

finite difference operator.
Hyper-parameters �1 and �2 are introduced to account forthe different ranges of the real and imaginary parts'r and'i,they have a limited influence and can be set once for all.
Finally, Φ ∈ D are the constraints on the domain of the

set Φ. In our case, Φ ∈ D ⇔ ℑm
(

['s]j,l
)

≥ 0, i.e. we
impose the positivity of the objects’ absorbance. This con-
straint is justified by the fact that objects cannot emit light
in the wave propagation process. Conversely, no hard con-
straint is enforced on the domain of the background that is
thus allowed to fluctuate positively and negatively to account
for any illumination inhomogeneity.
2.3. Alternating minimization algorithm and

initialization
Solving (5) provides the complex phases Φ jointly with

the parameters �. In practice, we alternate a minimization
step with respect to Φ (with � fixed to its previous estima-
tion) and a second with respect to � (with Φ fixed to its pre-
vious estimation). The reconstructions of Φ with � fixed are
performed by a limited-memory quasi-Newton method with
bound constraints, VMLM-B [12, 16]. The regularization
hyperparameters �sp,s, �sm,s and �sm,bg are tuned empiri-
cally to obtain the best visual reconstruction quality. The
optimizations of �withΦ fixed are done via a simplex search
method [17]. The method is implemented in the Global-
BioIm framework [18, 19].

Parameters � are initialized based on the simple back-
propagated transmittances t1 and t2 of the holograms. The
initial lateral shifts (�x, �y

) are first estimated by rigid reg-
istration of t1 and t2. The initial focus distances z and z+ �z
are obtained by maximizing the sharpness of ||

|

td − 1
|

|

|

[20], a
focusing criterion that works for both absorbing and dephas-

2 µm(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Bright-field image of Gram-stained bacteria.
(b) Zoomed-in view. (c) Under red illumination, absorb-
ing, translucent and weakly absorbing bacteria are respectively
identified with black, red and purple arrows.

ing objects.

3. Results
The proposed method was tested on Gram-stained bacte-

ria, fixed on a slide, using a standard procedure (bioMérieux
PreviColor Gram system): Gram-positive cocci Staphylo-
coccus epidermidis (S. epidermidis) and Gram-negative rods
Escherichia coli (E. coli), see Fig. 2.

The data were acquired via a microscope (Olym-
pus BX-61, oil-immersion 60x/NA1.4 objective, 10x tube
lens, Basler monochromatic camera with a pixel pitch
3.45 µm) [11]. The illumination source was a fiber-coupled
red LED (617 nm, Mightex FCS-0617-000), filtered by a
5 nm band-pass filter centered at 610 nm. The tip of the fiber
was placed approximately 5 centimeters from the sample. A
(x, y, z) motorized stage was used to shift the sample.

Two reconstruction experiments were performed from
two acquired datasets: one for which the second hologram
has been laterally shifted relatively to the first hologram, and
one for which the two holograms have been acquired at two
different defocus distances (i.e. axial shift). Figure 3 and
Figure 4 present the hologram data used in our experiments
and estimation results in the data space. Figure 5 illustrates
reconstruction results in the object space (information of in-
terest). Each figure is detailed hereafter. A compilation of all
the presented images (data, background estimation, sample
estimation in the data and object spaces, residuals), for each
experiment, are proposed in two respective supplementaries
that are referred as Visualization 1 and Visualization 2.

Figure 3(a) shows the first of two holograms acquired
with the same defocus of z = 8 µm and a lateral shift of
�x = 5 µm (see Visualization 1). Figure 4(a) shows two
holograms acquired at two different defocus of respectively
z = 8 µm and z = 16 µm (see Visualization 2).

In the hologram in Fig. 3(a), diffraction patterns can be
seen at the location of absorbing (purple and black arrows) or
transparent (red arrow) objects, perturbed by the background
texture. Figures 5(a)-5(b) show a simple back propagation.
The contrast is weak because of the corruption by the back-
ground structures and the twin-image noise. The transparent
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(b)

(c) (d)

(a)

+0.05

0.7

1.3

-0.05

Figure 3: (a) An in-line hologram of the bacteria shown in Fig. 2(a). The green frame emphasizes a darker region in the
perturbed background. The colored arrows point at the diffraction patterns produced by the objects highlighted in Fig. 2. A pair
of holograms recorded with a lateral shift of the sample is reconstructed. The contribution of the retrieved object '

s
is shown in

(b) and the background signal in (c) with the same color bar as in (a). (d) gives the residuals I1 − Ĩ1 between the first hologram
and the predicted intensity.

bacteria can hardly be seen in the phase image, as zoomed
in Fig. 5(j).

In the proposed method, the spatial coherence of the
illumination source and other resolution-limiting factors
such as the numerical aperture are included in the forward
model [21]. Given that the refractive index of the bacteria
is larger than that of the surrounding medium, a positivity
constraint is also applied on the real part of 's, enforcing a
positive phase shift.

Figures 5(c)-5(d) show the sample retrieved using a stan-
dard inverse problems approach [11], that aims at applying
the proposed approach without estimating the background
contribution: Φ ∈ D ⇒ 'bg = 0, all other things being
equal. The result suggests that the darker region, framed
in green, strongly pollutes the retrieved modulus and phase,
even when two shifted holograms are used in the reconstruc-

tion. This shows that when the background signal is strong,
standard reconstruction methods in digital holography mi-
croscopy such as, among others, modifiedGerchberg-Saxton
algorithms [22, 23], regularized approaches with priors [24],
inverse problem approaches from multiple holograms [25]
or even single hologram [11], bias the reconstruction of the
object of interest, as they do not account for the background
contribution.

Finally, Figs. 5(e)-5(f) and Figs. 5(g)-5(h) present the
sample reconstructed with the proposed method, respec-
tively for laterally shifted acquisitions and for acquisitions
with different defocus. Compared to Figs. 5(a)-5(b), the
sample absorption, given in Fig. 5(e)-5(g), and the sample
phase, given in Fig. 5(f)-5(h), are almost free from back-
ground perturbations or twin-image artifacts, as is particu-
larly visible in the region framed in green. The transpar-
ent objects appear to be well segmented in the phase image.
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(b)

(c) (d)

(a)

+0.05

0.7

1.3

-0.05

Figure 4: (a) A pair of in-line holograms of the bacteria shown in Fig. 2(a), acquired at 2 different defocus distance. (a,b,d)
We visualize both holograms respectively on the upper and lower half parts of the field of view (separated by a red dashed line).
This pair of holograms is reconstructed. The contribution of the retrieved object '

s
at the 2 corresponding defocus are shown in

(b) and the background signal in (c) with the same color bar as in (a). (d) gives the residuals I1 − Ĩ1 and I2 − Ĩ2 between the
holograms and the predicted intensity.

The contrast of the phase objects is enhanced compared with
simple back propagation Fig. 5(b), and the objects are better
localized. Some faint artifacts remain in the phase around
strongly absorbing objects.

Comparing Fig. 3(a) with Figs. 3(b)-3(c) and Fig. 4(a)
with Figs. 4(b)-4(c), the proposed method successfully un-
mixes the signal produced by the object of interest from the
background. The objects and the background are clearly sep-
arated, with minimal cross-contamination between Fig. 3(b)
and Fig. 3(c), and between Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c). The resid-
uals of Fig 3(d) and Fig 4(d) are below 5 % of the original
dynamic range. Although some high frequency structures
are faintly visible, themain unexplained global structures are
large vertical fringes in the illumination. They may be due to
the glass slide and hence move with the sample, which pre-
vents them from being separated from the signal of interest.

Table 1 shows that, in contrast to the lateral shift initial-

Table 1
Estimates of the different parameters � at the beginning and
at convergence of our alternating minimization algorithm.

� Initial (µm) Final (µm) Difference (nm)

�x ∕ �y 4.48 ∕ 0.11 4.47 ∕ 0.12 −10 ∕ 10
z ∕ z + �z 7.80 ∕ 7.72 7.62 ∕ 7.58 −180 ∕ −140

ization that is very precise with corrections of only 10 nm,
the initial auto-focus distance (estimated as described in Sec.
2.3) is overestimated: the correction after several iterations
of our alternating minimization algorithm exceeds 140 nm.
Some tests (not shown here) show that the refinement of the
focus distance is beneficial to the reconstructions.
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Figure 5: (a,b) Modulus and phase (radian) obtained with a simple back-propagation of Fig. 3(a). (c,d) Modulus and phase
(radian) of the retrieved sample '

s
without the estimation of the background '

bg
via a state-of-the-art inverse problem approach.

(e,f) Modulus and phase (radian) of the retrieved sample '
s
with the proposed method, from two laterally shifted holograms.

(g,h) Modulus and phase (radian) of the retrieved sample '
s
with the proposed method, from two holograms acquired at two

different defocus. (i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p) Zooms of (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h). For full resolution, see Visualization 1 and Visualization 2.

4. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we focused on the reconstruction of objects

of interest that are shifted relative to a fixed background in
digital holography microscopy. We have shown that an in-
verse problems approach jointly estimating this background

signal and the signal of interest can effectively unmix these
two components, using only two shifted in-line holograms as
input. This separation is achieved by inverting the forward
model that accounts for the interferences between the two
signals. This also makes possible a refinement of the focus
distance. The transparent objects are correctly reconstructed
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in the sample phase.
This procedure was applied on two 2D laterally or axially

shifted (differently defocused) holograms. It can be naturally
extended to a higher number of acquisitions or to objects
moving in front of a static background (such as microscopy
of in-flow objects).

The remaining high frequency fringes in the residues in-
dicate that there is still some room for improvements. They
might be reduced by further refining the focus or the coher-
ence length estimation or by considering a more complex
modeling of hologram formation.

Finally, the different parameters such as �sp,s, �sm,s and
�sm,bg are currently manually set. Methods to automatically
tune these hyperparemeters could be investigated.
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